Passwordless Identity Package
The 1Kosmos Passwordless Identity Program (PIP) allows your organization
to start its journey towards passwordless authentication risk-free.
PACKAGED
1Kosmos packages the PIP, so your organization can buy all the planning, the
integration and the 1,000 user licenses it needs for the first year.

ORGANIC ADOPTION
The 1Kosmos passwordless QR code is displayed on the same login page as your
conventional username and password fields to give your workforce a choice
when it's time to authenticate.

LICENSE FLEXIBILITY
As adoption accelerates and increases in volume, 1Kosmos adapts to the
situation by not imposing any extra charges during the first year. In other words,
1Kosmos finances your adoption.

TARGET FLEXIBILITY
1Kosmos allows you to choose two target systems, so you can experience
passwordless authentication. For example, Windows and SSO, or MacOS and
remote connection. Your choice.

QUICK DEPLOYMENT
Time frame: 1 week, in and out, which represents a minimal investment of time.

PASSWORD RESET ASSURANCE
1Kosmos provides your employees a biometric reset feature. Going passwordless
entails eliminating passwords and therefore forgetting them. So just in case a
user needs to access an internal web resource that requires a password,
1Kosmos allows the user to reset that password to authenticate with much ease.
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Passwordless Identity Package
Benefits across the board
By going passwordless

Passwordless Identity Package

Go passwordless in 60 days or less for your key
systems.

Try our passwordless authentication solution while
keeping your existing authentication processes.

Eliminate credentials and help desk calls for your
key systems.

Focus first on the target system that is causing the
most help-desk concerns.

Easy to deploy, easy to manage and frictionless for
users.

One step at a time. We're here to assist you when it
works for you.

Pricing

$50,000
For the first year
Up to 1,000 Users
Integration with Windows
Integration with Legacy SSO

1

Eliminate passwords locally or throughout your network.

2

Login using user’s live biometrics, device biometrics, push, or via
OTP.

3

Cloud based deployment, quick start services, and licenses all
included in annual pricing.

4

The duration for integration is 1 week.

Watch the Video

Kevin Brown | CRO - 1Kosmos
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